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Sweet

Bitter

Sour

Explorer
Factor

High up in the sky, a mystical cocktail bar unveils old Latin American tales. 
Welcome to Sonora. This is not just a place to indulge in cocktails; 

it is a gateway to a world where myths and legends come alive.

WELCOME



We honor the ancient Olmec civilization with 
the cocktails you will discover on the next 
page. This advanced society thrived along the 
Gulf Coast of modern-day Mexico from 1200 
to 400 BCE, leaving an enduring legacy 
through their sophisticated society and 
impactful art.

Our cocktails draw inspiration from the 
monumental stone heads sculpted by the 
Olmecs, believed to be representations of 
their influential rulers. Echoing these unique 
features, the drinks you will encounter boast 
bold and distinctive flavors, paying tribute to 
the Olmec's artistic audacity.

Allow each sip to transport you to the lush 
landscapes of the Olmec era, immersing you 
in a captivating blend of flavors. As we 
celebrate this inspiring civilization, remem-
ber that this is but the first tale in our flavor-
ful journey. 

OLMEC



fruity, sour, s p arkling€ 15

PALOMA DE LAS DUNAS
Tequila Ocho Blanco • Rhubarb/Grapefruit Soda

tiki, sm
oky, ta rt,  avocado€ 16.5

MI CORBATA
Ron Botran 8 Anjeo • Ron La Hechicera Banana 

•  Sherry Amontilado

bitter, silky, h e rbal€ 16.5

ROSITA CON ESPINAS
Tequila Curado Espadinor or Mezcal San Cosme Oaxaca • Campari

• Rosado Vermouth



ANDEAN As we pay tribute to the majestic Inca civilization, 
discover the unique cocktails inspired by their 
rich heritage on the next page. Among the most 
influential pre-Columbian civilizations, the Inca 
Empire, or Tawantinsuyu, cast a commanding 
presence in the Andean region of South America 
from the 13th to the 16th century, until it 
succumbed to the Spanish conquest.

Their empire, centered in the breathtaking Andes 
Mountains, stretched along the western coast of 
South America, spanning parts of present-day 
Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia, Chile, and Colombia. At its 
heart was Cusco, a vibrant capital city that served 
as the epicenter of their political, administrative, 
and religious activities.

The cocktails you will find on the following page 
capture the essence of this powerful civilization. 
Let the bold flavors transport you to the soaring 
peaks of the Andes and the bustling streets of 
Cusco. 



green, sum
m er, sparklling€ 16.5

ANDES HI-BALL
Roku Gin or Michters Rye Whiskey • Andes Soda

tingle, com
pl ex, acai€ 16.5

AFTERNOON IN PERU
Pisco 1615 Acholado • Courvoisier VSOP Cognac

bracing, stro n g, coco€ 16.5

CAMILLE
Roku Gin • Haku Vodka • Tio Pepe Sherry • Nixta



MARAJOARA Delve into the captivating world of the 
Marajoara civilization with the specially crafted 
cocktails you'll discover on the next page. 
Flourishing in the Amazon region of Brazil from 
around 400 CE to 1400 CE, the Marajoara were 
known for their advanced society and unique 
ceramic art.

Taking its name from Marajó Island, where the 
mighty Amazon River unveils stories of a 
bygone era, this civilization erected complex 
settlements, home to thousands, showcasing 
their innovative design in the form of large 
mounds and earthen platforms. These mounds 
bore the weight of houses and public buildings 
and served multiple purposes – defense, 
protection from floods, or bases for important 
structures – a testament to Marajoara ingenuity.

Immerse yourself in the essence of this ancient 
civilization with the cocktails on the following 
page. Let each sip carry you to the heart of the 
Amazon, where the spirit of the Marajoara once 
thrived. 



coffee, nutty, smooth€ 16.5

ESMERALDA
Diplomatico Mantuano • Novo Fogo Silver Cachaça • 

Fair Cafe

bitter, rich, b o ld, brazil€ 16.5

GALO - GALO
Novo Fogo Silver Cachaça • Empirical Ayuuk •

Cynar • Vermouth

leche, fresh, s hiny€ 16.5

LIMONADA DO BRASIL
SBS Origin Guyana Rum • Empirical Plum



MOCKTAILS Crafted with the same attention to detail 
and thematic resonance as our cocktails, 
these beverages carry the spirit and 
uniqueness of the tales they represent, 
without the inclusion of alcohol.

Whether you are retracing the steps of 
the Olmec rulers, scaling the heights of 
the Inca Empire, or navigating the 
complex settlements of the Marajoara 
civilization, our mocktails offer an 
immersive, flavor-filled journey that 
echoes the richness of these historical 
narratives.

Drawing from the essence of each 
civilization, our mixologists have curated 
a collection of exquisite mocktails. Enjoy 
the same bold and distinctive flavors, 
expertly balanced to create a 
harmonious blend that caters to all 
palates. 



€ 12

tiki, sm
oky, ta rt,  avocado

ANDES DOWN HILL
Loopuyt Virgin • Andes Soda

leche, fresh, s hiny€ 12

BRAZILIAN LEMONADE
Seedlip Spice 94

€ 12

fruity, sour, s p arkling

ZERO DOVE
 Martini Vibrante • Lyre’s Orange Sec •

Rhubarb & Grapefruit Soda



BAR  BITES

OSTRAS
Oyster, Pomelo Margarita Granita, Smoked pepper salt.

€4.5 per piece 

GRILLED AVOCADO
Roasted avocado with Trout eggs, tomatillo salsa, 

totopos and fresh herbs.
€12

PATACONES CON SALSA
Crispy green banana fry with Mexican salsa.

€7

TEQUENOS
Venezuelan cheese-filled dough sticks

with avocado dressing
4 pieces - €8

COXINAS
Brazilian deep-fried dough filled with chicken or nopal 

6 pieces - €11



MEXICAN TOSTADA
Smoked duck, avocado, salsa, pickled onions and coriander

4 pieces - €12

FROM THE GRILL

WAGYU BITE A5
30 gr - €35

VIEIRAS
Scallops - 150GR  - €24

EMPANADAS
Latin American pastry filled with chicken or vegetarian

4 pieces - €9



You can also enjoy any of our 
classic cocktails, starting at €15.

Scan for e xtended spirits list


